INTRODUCTION
It has been well recognized that during thermal oxidation of silicon, a strain generates at the Si/SiO2 interface due to the expansion in the volume of SiOz.
The strain significantly is considered to affect long term device degradation as well as fabrication yield of MOS I,SIs as the size is miniaturized. Therefore, the need of a technique measuring the surface strain has increased in recent yeaxs. This paper demonstrates that the "Electro-reflectance"(ER) method is a very powerful technique to measure the surface strain, which decays within only several hundred angstroms from the Si/SiO2 interface, compared with other conventional methods such as Raman scattering measurement. In the photon energy range used in this study, the effective penetration depth of probe light is only 404^,3004 t) *hi.h is suitable for the surface strain measurement. The ER method 2) uses the modulation electric field to change the dielectric properties at the surface region and investigates op tical transitions at critical-points in electronic band structure. The strain is evaluated through the energy shifts of optical transitions because lattice distortion due to a strain changes energy band structures of silicon. The energy shift of peaks due to strain is evaluated from the pseudopotential calculation including spin-orbit interaction 3).
EXPERIMENT
We used 670pm-thick p-type(100)silicon wafers sub jected to different annealing processes after growing 1004 of SiOz at 800'C in dry C,2lHCl atmosphere. (d) and(e).
The existence of surface strain is further confirmed by investigating the optical transitions to the upper bg,nd at l-point existing in the photon energy range of 3.7 ^' 4.9 eV as shown in Fig. 6 . The relaxation of surface strain can be explained from the spectral shape: the disappearance of low energy dip D, the decrease of high energy peak F and also the red shift of peak E allow us to evaluate the strain. 
